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Speed the Creation of Innovative,
User-Centric Mobile Apps

Quick Facts
Summary
Businesses across industries have identified mobile application development as
a top priority. But how to develop these
user-centric solutions efficiently and
securely remains a challenge. The SAP®
Custom Development organization
streamlines this process through SAP
Mobility Design Center. A team of mobile
experts applies best practices and an
agile development approach to quickly
create mobile solutions so you can speed
the availability of your unique processes
to a variety of mobile devices.
Business Challenges
•• Mobilize processes without
compromising back-end solutions
•• Create apps that meet company
requirements and provide delightful
user experiences
•• Deliver high-quality mobile solutions
built to SAP’s development guidelines

•• Build on a flexible, device-agnostic
platform
•• Protect investment in enterprise
mobility
Key Features
•• Dedicated environment – Foster
co-innovation with top-caliber
resources
•• Specialized approach – Leverage a
highly agile, iterative development
process with experts across design,
development, and deployment
•• Deep expertise – Access industry,
business-process, and development
experts
•• Proven software components –
Leverage SAP Mobile Platform, the
SAP Afaria® mobile device management solution, and a relay server

Business Benefits
•• Increase alignment of mobile
technology with business strategy
•• Speed time to market with agile
development methodology, end-user
validation, and rapid prototyping
•• Improve flexibility with a mobile platform and device management tools
•• Increase quality and lower risk by
following mobility standards and synchronizing with SAP’s release strategy
•• Reduce cost with prebuilt solutions
that can be used as is or as a starting
point
•• Protect your investment by minimizing business disruption and reducing
maintenance costs
For More Information
Call your SAP representative, or visit us
online at www.sap.com/customdev.

The number and types of mobile devices in use are growing at
exponential rates. Increased familiarity with mobile technology
is shaping expectations and shifting how businesses approach
application development. Mobile apps need to be feature-rich
and powerful, yet provide elegant, succinct, and intuitive handling. You can now meet these criteria quickly and consistently
at SAP® Mobility Design Center.
MOBILITY IN THE ENTERPRISE
Mobility is driving great change in
enterprise software strategies. People
are using mobile devices more frequently
in their daily lives, and there is an increased
demand for mobile applications in the
workplace. This push from the business
is driving enterprises to reevaluate development strategies.
More devices need to be managed and
supported. More applications need to be
mobilized to extend core business processes. People have stronger preferences
for which device they prefer and how the
interface should look and feel.

A new approach is in order – one that
involves careful consideration of user
needs and leverages the knowledge of
mobile experts. It requires the use of
design and development tools and agile,
iterative user-centered design and development methodologies. This approach
allows you to create mobile solutions
that will serve your users’ needs but not
expose your business to undue risk.
SAP now makes this all possible through
SAP Mobility Design Center.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY CENTER
The concept of SAP Mobility Design Center is to provide a dedicated facility and
dedicated resources to streamline the
mobile application development
process. We find that working with you
in person at the outset – with all of our
experts on-site – greatly facilitates an
already nimble development process.
It abbreviates the time and cost of building custom mobile apps, while producing
top-quality work. We are eager to have
you visit our labs and engage with us in
development and design.
Our centers are located in areas with
a rich concentration of high-growth technology companies, internationally recognized research labs, premier universities,
and SAP teams, focused on research,
product development, and venture. By
locating the centers within an environment of world-renowned innovation, our
team is able to leverage and contribute
to the collective knowledge related to
mobile technology.

Figure: Co-Innovation in SAP® Mobility Design Center

Step 1

Using mock-ups and prototypes, we
help ensure end-user delight and prove
technical feasibility.
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Your business users quickly tell us
their needs.

Step 3

Step 2

Production-ready solutions perfectly
reflect customer business needs.

INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH

DEEP MOBILE DEVELOPMENT
EXPERTISE

PROVEN DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

Traditional application development begins with building functionality that supports a business need, and then training
employees on how to use the functionality.
Developing mobile applications is the
opposite. We start with the user interface
and then mobilize the business process
to be compatible on the device.
The SAP Custom Development organization follows the “Scrum” development
approach for a highly agile, iterative process for mobile application development
(see the figure). We invite you into the
center for an intense needs-assessment
session. We quickly create the first
mock-ups of our envisioned solution and
validate them by your end users. Then
we build a prototype, which we deploy to
your devices. We join your people in the
field to see how they work with the prototype. Based on their feedback, we build
the solution with connection to your
back-end application for productive use.
By leveraging the functions of SAP
Mobile Platform, we are able to mobilize
business processes running on SAP and
non-SAP software and can support multiple device platforms, including smartphones and tablets.

Successful mobile application development requires a combination of the right
resources. You need to work with a team
of experts who understand the back-end
software being mobilized but who are
also talented in mobile interface design
and development. By working with SAP
Custom Development, you can be sure
of being served by this rich mix of expert
resources.
Our development process is iterative
and highly agile. During design, development, and deployment, you’ll work with
experts specialized in each area. Our
design professionals are experts in userinterface and user-interaction design.
Our middleware developers and architects specialize in developing content for
SAP NetWeaver® Gateway technology
and SAP Mobile Platform. Our back-end
developers and architects focus on developing the back-end business logic
that connects your applications to your
core environment. Together we’re able
to build a mobile app that meets your
business needs according to SAP’s development guidelines.

Mobile apps created by SAP Custom
Development leverage SAP Mobile
Platform, the SAP Afaria® mobile device
management solution, and a relay server.
SAP Mobile Platform is an industry-leading mobile enterprise application platform. It lowers the cost of building and
deploying mobile apps that connect
business data to mobile workers on any
device. The platform supports a wide variety of mobile devices, including iOS,
BlackBerry, Android, and tablets.
The SAP Afaria mobile device management solution is one of the industry’s
most powerful, flexible, and scalable enterprise mobility management solutions.
It simplifies the management complexities of an on-the-go workforce by helping
to ensure that all data stored and transmitted is secure. The solution provides a
central console so you can remotely
manage and secure mobile devices,
applications, and data. SAP Afaria can
scale to handle the most complex mobile
application management, mobile security,
and mobile device management
situations.

By working through SAP Mobility Design Center,
you’re able to speed the development process
so you can start to see the value from your
application in less time.
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A relay server acts as a reverse proxy
to establish secure, load-balanced communication between mobile devices and
SAP Afaria through a Web server. The
relay server supports SAP Mobile
Platform by providing secure transmission of mobile business objects to backend enterprise data sources.
FROM CUSTOM TO STANDARD APPS
SAP Custom Development is at the forefront of building customer-centric mobile
applications. By leveraging our deep
knowledge and expertise, we’re able
to quickly envision and develop tailored
solutions. To accelerate the process,
we also offer prebuilt and market-proven
mobile solutions that are available for
resale as standard solutions. These
solutions can reduce the time and cost
associated with developing a custom
mobile app and get you up and running
very quickly.

YOUR ENTERPRISE MOBILITY VISION
By working through SAP Mobility Design
Center, you’re able to speed the development process so you can start to see the
value from your application in less time.
Our agile development methodology
focuses on the mobile-device users first
and foremost in order to fit the interface
and functionality with their needs and
expectations. This approach helps
increase the alignment of your mobile
application technology with your business strategy.
Our mobile design and development
experts deliver top quality applications
by following the proven mobility development methodologies, standards, and
guidelines of SAP.
Leveraging our proven SAP Mobile
Platform, you experience reduced cost
and risk related to mobile app development and deployment while connecting
business data to mobile workers on any
device, at any time. SAP Afaria simplifies

mobile device management and security
by enabling you to centrally control and
deploy mobile data, applications, and
devices. We further reduce risk by synchronizing your mobile solution with the
SAP product release strategy.
IS YOUR BUSINESS READY FOR
MOBILITY?
Demand for the convenience and accessibility enabled by mobile apps will only
grow stronger. Now’s the time to reevaluate your approach to customercentric application development to be
sure your business is ready to meet the
demand. Let us help. Leverage SAP
Mobility Design Center to establish
the best foundation for your mobile
application development strategy.
FIND OUT MORE
Call your SAP representative, or visit us
online at www.sap.com/customdev.

